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Objective: To investigate whether a redistribution of water within the crystalline lens is associated with the
shape deformation that occurs during accommodation.

Design: Observational, cross sectional study.
Subjects: Eleven young adults without presbyopia (aged 18e39 years) and 9 middle-aged adults with

presbyopia (aged 40e55 years).
Methods: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans of the lens were acquired on a 3 Tesla clinical MRI

scanner, without and with the presentation of a 3 Diopter accommodative stimulus. The MRIs were post-
processed using established methods to extract the geometric dimensions and spatial maps of water distribution
of the lens.

Main Outcome Measures: Accommodative changes in the full 3-dimensional description of lens shape, the
lens total-water distribution profile, and the lens free-water distribution profile.

Results: Viewing of an accommodative stimulus by young subjects elicited an elastic shape deformation of
the lens consistent with accommodation that was associated with an elevated, smoother free-water distribution,
primarily in the anterior region of the lens. In contrast, viewing of an accommodative stimulus by presbyopic
subjects produced an atypical shape deformation of the lens that was instead associated with a lowered free-
water distribution, primarily in the anterior region of the lens. No discernible changes to the lens total-water
distribution were observed in response to the accommodative stimulus in either subject cohort.

Conclusions: The present study suggests that protein-mediated alterations in the free-water distribution of
the anterior region of the lens influence the shape deformation in accommodation, presenting pharmacological
modulation of free-water distribution as an attractive novel approach for treating presbyopia.
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is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
In addition to serving as a conduit of light transmission to the
retina for clear vision, the crystalline lens is also the key
contributor to the dynamic focusing of the young human eye.
By assuming a thicker and rounder shape,1e3 the lens in-
creases its refractive power,4 allowing the eye to switch its
focus from distant to near images in an act called
accommodation. However, the apparent shape deformation
and hence refractive power change that the lens can
undergo progressively declines with age,5 and eventually
results in the deterioration of near vision that manifests as
presbyopia in middle age. Although there are a variety of
reasonably effective ways for addressing the symptoms of
presbyopia,6 rates of uncorrected presbyopia remain high in
regions where the cost of glasses and lack of access to eye
care services are barriers to obtaining treatment. A recent
review7 estimated that approximately half of the 1.8 billion
people globally affected by presbyopia had near visual
impairment because of an unmet need for presbyopia
correction, posing a significant global health and economic
burden.8
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As the scope of the problem escalates due to worldwide
population aging, there is a growing impetus to develop
modern solutions that can address the issues related to the
availability, affordability, and accessibility of existing
treatments. In this regard, pharmaceutical agents are being
developed to target the underlying causes of presbyopia6,9

with the hopes of delaying its onset or restoring the
natural accommodative capacity of the aged lens.
However, none of these approaches have gained sufficient
traction to become established interventions. Progress on
this front has largely been impeded by a lack of
understanding of the physiological processes that enable
the young lens to deform its shape during accommodation
and how they become perturbed by middle age to produce
presbyopia.

If we uphold the conventional assumption that the lens is
practically incompressible because of its substantial water
content, then the elastic deformation of the capsular bag
observed in accommodation implies that the lens re-
distributes its internal contents to facilitate accommodative
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Figure 1. Postprocessing of total-water concentration of the in vivo human
lens. A raw magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan obtained of the eye of a
45-year-old female who was representative of the presbyopic subject cohort,
which includes a falcon tube of room temperature water that serves as an
external water reference. This allows for the total-water concentration (rlens
value) across the in vivo lens to be calculated by normalizing the MRI proton
density values measured from the lens to that of the reference water tube.
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shape changes. In theory, this raises a great opportunity for
identifying potential molecular biomarkers within the lens
substance to use as therapeutic targets for presbyopia, but
this concept has not been supported by other investigations.
Specifically, several studies3,10e12 have reported that lens
volume (VOL) increases with accommodation, leading to
alternative proposals that the lens undergoes decompres-
sion3,10 or fluid exchange with its surrounding humors11,12

during accommodation. It has become apparent that we
need an updated and comprehensive insight into the exact
physiological mechanisms involved in lens
accommodative deformation to inform the design of
effective antipresbyopia treatments.

Until recently, this was impeded by the difficulty in
studying the physiology of the human lens noninvasively.
Thus, this study aimed to characterize the physiological
changes that the lens undergoes with accommodation and
compare them between young and presbyopic adults. In the
lens, there are primarily 2 types of water molecules present:
free-water molecules, which are not directly associated with
any structural components of the lens, and bound-water
molecules, which are tightly associated with the lens pro-
teins and other structural components. We employed our
previously developed multiparametric magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) protocols13e15 to spatially map the total-
water and free-water distributions within the lens, parame-
ters that act as indicators of the physiological status of the
in vivo lens. We also complement these observations with
MRI-acquired geometric and volumetric measurements of
the lens. Elucidating the pathophysiology behind the gradual
loss of lens shape deformation central to presbyopia may
lead to the identification of modifiable biomarkers that can
be targeted to delay or reverse its onset.

Methods

All procedures were approved by the University of Auckland
Human Participants Ethics Committee (reference: 018868) and
complied with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written
informed consent was obtained from all subjects before study
commencement.

Subjects

The study population was composed of 11 young (21 � 2 years)
and 9 middle-aged subjects (46 � 2 years) with emmetropia and
unaided distance visual acuities of 0.00 logarithm of the minimum
angle of resolution (logMAR; Snellen 6/6) or better. All middle-
aged subjects were symptomatic for presbyopia and/or had exist-
ing near-vision correction for presbyopia. Only 1 eye was selected
for data collection. When both eyes satisfied the inclusion criteria,
the eye with a lower refractive error was chosen.

Accommodative Capacity

Amplitude of accommodation (AoA) was measured for each sub-
ject using the minus-lens-to-blur method.16 The subject was
directed to view a 0.30 logMAR (Snellen 6/12) row of letters at
a 6 m distance. Then, negative spherical lenses were placed in
front of the eye and gradually increased in 0.25 diopter (D) steps
until the subject reported first sustained blur. Amplitude of
accommodation was recorded as the dioptric amount of minus
2

lens required to reach this point. Objective accommodative
responses to 1, 3, and 5 D accommodative stimuli were also
acquired. Subjects were instructed to focus on a 0.3 logMAR
(Snellen 6/12) sized 4-letter word displayed 2.1 m away while
viewing through the corresponding negative lens power. This
viewing distance was chosen to be consistent with that of the MRI
chamber (see MRI Acquisition section). Five consecutive
autorefraction measurements were obtained with an open-field
autorefractor (NVision-K 5001, ShinNippon), and the objective
accommodative response was determined using the average of the
mean sphere values.

MRI Acquisition

All MR imaging sessions were performed at the Centre for
Advanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging (CAMRI) at the Univer-
sity of Auckland, using a 3 Tesla clinical scanner (MAGNETOM
Skyra; Siemens) and a 32-channel head receiver coil (Siemens).
Before entering the scanner, all subjects completed an MRI safety
form, which was evaluated by an MRI technologist or radiogra-
pher, to exclude those with contraindications for undergoing MRI.
Once inside the MRI chamber, subjects were placed in a supine
position on the scanner bed with their head stabilized by foam pads
and were instructed to look at a screen at the rear end of the
chamber (2.1 m from the subject) via a 45�-tilted mirror. The target
displayed on the screen consisted of 0.3 logMAR (Snellen 6/12)
sized 4-letter words that randomly changed every 5 seconds,
designed to keep the reflex accommodation system engaged
throughout the scan duration. The fellow eye was occluded with an
eye patch to control for accommodative convergence and prevent
diplopia. A falcon tube filled with room temperature water was also
strapped next to their open eye (Fig 1) to serve as a reference for
the total-water measurements.13,17

The MRI protocol comprised a localizer sequence to align the
lens within the field of view, a high-resolution structural scan to
acquire data for measuring lens dimensions, and a multiparametric
mapping sequence to obtain spatial measurements of lens total-
water and free-water concentration. The protocol was repeated
twice, once in a relaxed state with no accommodative stimulus
applied and another in the presence of an accommodative stimulus
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induced by a 3 D negative lens. Subjects were instructed to avoid
head movement and to keep the target as clear as possible
throughout image acquisition. Time was given to rest their eyes
(between 30 seconds to a minute) between sequences. The scan
always began in a relaxed state to minimize the potential influence
of accommodative spasms on the MRI measurements. Image
acquisition was typically completed within 30 minutes.

Parameters of the MRI sequences employed in this study are as
described previously;13e15 so only a brief description is provided.
Lens geometry was obtained with a turbo spin-echo sequence (field
of view ¼ 179 mm2; matrix size ¼ 448 � 448; slice thickness ¼ 3
mm; echo time ¼ 116 ms; repetition time ¼ 2000 ms; parallel
imaging acceleration factor ¼ 2; in-plane resolution ¼ 0.4 mm2;
total imaging time ¼ 2.5 minutes). Lens water measurements were
obtained with dual proton density and T1 mapping, which utilized
a volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination sequence with 2
flip angles (field of view ¼ 159 mm2; matrix size ¼ 768 � 768;
slice thickness ¼ 3 mm; echo time ¼ 2.7 ms; repetition time ¼ 15
ms; flip angle [a] ¼ 4� and 23�; parallel imaging acceleration
factor ¼ 2; in-plane resolution ¼ 0.2 mm2; total imaging time ¼
4.5 minutes). Proton density mapping measures the apparent con-
centration of Hþ protons within tissue and hence provides a
measure of the total concentration of all water molecules in the
lens,18 whereas T1 mapping is dominated by the signal from mo-
bile water molecules, hence the T1 time constant can be used as a
surrogate of the concentration of free water in bodily tissues,19

including the lens. Field inhomogeneity of the raw MR images
acquired at the 2 flip angles was corrected post hoc with a B1-
map (turbo-FLASH sequence, field of view ¼ 220 mm; matrix
size ¼ 160 � 160; slice thickness ¼ 3 mm; echo time ¼ 2.23 ms,
repetition time ¼ 1349 ms; parallel imaging acceleration factor ¼
2; total imaging time ¼ 30 seconds).

Data Extraction

For each MRI sequence, the image slice containing the thickest
lens cross section visible was manually selected for data analysis.
All raw MRIs were postprocessed with custom-written routines in
MATLAB (MathWorks). Established methods14,15,20 were used to
extract the lens axial thickness (LT), equatorial diameter (ED),
anterior (Ra) and posterior (Rp) surface radii of curvature, surface
area (SA), cross sectional area (CSA), and VOL.

The postprocessing framework for proton density and T1 maps
to extract lens total-water and free-water concentration and distri-
bution, respectively, have been detailed in a previous publication.13

Lens total-water concentration (rlens) was expressed as a
percentage unit (p.u.) of the proton density value of the external
water concentration standard, whereas an estimation of the lens
free-water concentration was represented by the MRI T1 time
constant (ms). Distributions of total- and free-water were
independently plotted for the anterior and posterior lens by fitting
the rlens or T1 values to a power function against axial distance:

rlens ðxÞ ¼ rlensð0Þ þ bðxÞc

T1 ðxÞ ¼ T1ð0Þ þ bðxÞc
where x is the distance from the lens center, b is the difference in

water concentration between the lens center and surface (such that
it is positive when the water content is higher at the surface), and c
is the exponent that characterizes the rate of change in water
concentration across the lens and therefore serves as a measure of
the gradient of the water distribution. The lens was separated into
anterior and posterior portions to account for not only the different
geometries of these 2 regions21,22 but also how they differentially
change with age and accommodation.23e25
Statistical Analysis

Data are reported as mean � standard deviation. Differences in
measurements obtained from young versus presbyopic subjects
were assessed with 2-tailed independent t tests. Normality of data
was assessed by the ShapiroeWilk test of normality, and homo-
geneity of variances was assessed by the Levene test for equality of
variances. Differences in MRI measurements of the lens obtained
in the relaxed state and with accommodation to a 3 D stimulus
were assessed with 2-tailed paired t tests. The assumption of
normality of differences was assessed by the ShapiroeWilk test of
normality. Upon the violation of this assumption, a nonparametric
test (Wilcoxon sign-ranked test) was conducted instead. Signifi-
cance level for all statistical tests was set at 5%. All analyses were
performed in GraphPad Prism (version 9.4.1; GraphPad Software).
Results

Accommodative Characteristics in Young versus
Presbyopic Subjects

Overall, the accommodative characteristics of recruited subject
cohortswere in linewith their expected age norms.On average,
the AoA of our young cohort was 6.47� 2.26 D. Meanwhile,
the AoA of our presbyopic cohort was 1.92 � 0.41 D, which
was significantly reduced compared with that of young sub-
jects (P < 0.001; Fig 2A). These results confirmed that
accommodative capacity differed between the 2 cohorts.
Young subjects were also able to increase their
accommodative response accordingly across the 3
accommodative stimuli, whereas presbyopic subjects could
not increase their response once they had reached their
maximum AoA (Fig 2B). Despite this, young subjects still
demonstrated an accommodative lag that increased from 0.40
to 0.41, then to 0.69 D as the stimulus demand went from 1
to 3, and then to 5 D. Thus, we employed a 3 D stimulus to
minimize fatigue and accommodative lag during the MRI
scan, because this was the lowest stimulus demand at which
the accommodative response between young and presbyopic
subjects significantly differed (P < 0.001).

Accommodative Changes in the Young Lens

Table 1 contains a summary of the key lens geometric
parameters extracted from MRI scans of young subjects. In
response to a 3 D accommodative stimulus, young lenses
underwent a 5% increase in LT, a 3% decrease in ED, a
20% steepening in Ra, and a relatively modest 6%
steepening in Rp. In terms of its volumetric description, the
lens exhibited a 4% reduction in SA with accommodation,
but neither the CSA nor VOL showed a significant
difference with accommodation. Taken together, preservation
of the lens volume with accommodative deformation of the
capsular bag suggests that the lens is incompressible.

Consistent with the accommodative thickening of the
lens, the total-water distribution profile plotted for the
accommodated lens was extended in length compared with
that for the relaxed lens. However, the profiles revealed this
was primarily due to the thickening of the anterior lens
section, whereas the posterior lens thickness increased to a
comparatively small extent (Fig 3). Irrespective of the
3



Figure 2. Young subjects have an increased accommodative capacity compared with presbyopic subjects. (A) Amplitude of accommodation measurements
obtained from presbyopic subjects were significantly lower than those obtained from young subjects. (B) When the accommodative stimulus was incre-
mentally increased from 0 to 5 diopters (D), accommodative responses increased from 0 � 0.46 D to 4.2 � 0.76 D in young subjects but only increased from
0 � 0.29 D to 0.56 � 1.44 D in presbyopic subjects. A perfectly accurate accommodative response is indicated by the solid gray line. Accommodative
responses between young and presbyopic subjects did not differ at 0 and 1 D stimuli, but young subjects exhibited significantly higher accommodative
responses than presbyopic subjects at 3 and 5 D stimuli. Bars are presented as mean � standard deviation. ***P < 0.001; 2-tailed independent t test.
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accommodative state, total-water profiles in the young lens
displayed a uniform distribution pattern across both the
anterior and posterior regions. Furthermore, the profiles
plotted from relaxed and accommodated young lenses
overlapped extensively. From this, it was inferred that
accommodation had no discernible effects on total-water
distribution across the young lens. Quantitative
measurements of total-water concentration across the lens
(Table 2) confirmed that there were no significant changes
at the anterior lens surface, lens center, or posterior lens
surface with accommodation. These results indicate that
the observed shape deformations listed in Table 1 are
unlikely to be facilitated by the entry of external fluid into
the lens.

Contrary to total water, the free-water distribution pro-
files displayed a parabolic gradient in which free-water
concentration was highest at the lens surfaces relative to the
center (Fig 4). Table 2 lists the free-water concentration
Table 1. Accommodative Changes in Geometric and Volume

Lens Geometric and Volumetric Parameters Relaxed (0 D Stimulus)

LT (mm)z 3.48 � 0.17
ED (mm)y 9.34 � 0.54
Ra (mm)z 11.96 � 1.37
Rp (mm)y e5.15 � 0.70
SA (mm2)* 164 � 17
CSA (mm2) 23.60 � 2.05
VOL (mm3) 140 � 20

Difference, difference in measurement obtained from the lens in a relaxed state
reported as mean � standard deviation. Statistical analysis was performed using
CSA ¼ cross sectional area; D ¼ diopters; ED ¼ equatorial diameter; LT ¼ lens
radius of curvature; Rp ¼ posterior surface radius of curvature; SA ¼ surface ar
*P < 0.05.
yP < 0.01.
zP < 0.001.
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measurements obtained from the surfaces and center of the
relaxed young lens, which further confirms this
observation. This parabolic distribution of free water was
present regardless of the accommodative state, with free-
water concentrations remaining constant at the anterior
lens surface, lens center, and posterior lens surface with
accommodation to a 3 D stimulus.

With accommodation however, the free-water profile
across the anterior lens section shifted to higher concentrations
such that the gradient was more gradual (Fig 4), as
characterized by a significantly smaller profile exponent
value (Table 2). This is consistent with the hypothesis that
the internal lens contents are redistributed during
accommodative shape deformation. Interestingly, this
redistribution was limited to only the anterior region of the
lens; the exponent value of the posterior lens free-water
distribution did not differ with accommodation (Fig 4 and
Table 2).
tric MRI Measurements of Lens Shape in Young Subjects

Accommodated (to 3 D Stimulus) Difference P

3.64 � 0.17 0.16 � 0.10 < 0.001
9.09 � 0.43 e0.25 � 0.24 0.007
9.57 � 1.70 e2.38 � 1.29 < 0.001

e4.85 � 0.55 0.30 � 0.26 0.003
157 � 13 e7 � 8 0.015

23.85 � 1.45 0.25 � 1.25 0.519
137 � 14 e3 � 11 0.342

(zero stimulus) and an accommodated state (to a 3 D stimulus). Data are
a 2-tailed paired t test.
axial thickness; MRI ¼ magnetic resonance imaging; Ra ¼ anterior surface
ea; VOL ¼ volume.



Figure 3. Lens total-water concentration and distribution in young subjects remain constant with accommodative deformation. Total-water concentration
(rlens values) extracted from magnetic resonance imaging proton density scans, plotted as a function of axial distance from the lens center, across the anterior
and posterior regions of the young lens. Fittings of the rlens values showed a relatively uniform total-water concentration gradient across the lens. Total-water
distribution profiles plotted from the relaxed lens (no accommodative stimulus) and the accommodated lens (to a 3 D stimulus) overlapped extensively. Bars
are presented as mean � standard deviation.
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Accommodative Changes in the Presbyopic
Lens

Unlike young lenses which underwent significant shape
deformation, accommodative effort to a 3 D stimulus by
presbyopic subjects induced only a limited degree of lens
deformation. With accommodative effort, LT increased by
4%, whereas ED, Ra, and Rp displayed no significant dif-
ferences. It should follow that the volumetric parameters
also show little to no change, but increases of 3%, 5%, and
6% in SA, CSA, and VOL, respectively, were observed with
accommodative effort. The data, shown in Table 3, suggest
that in presbyopia, shape deformation of the lens is not only
inhibited but also occurs abnormally, seeing as it undergoes
changes in the 3-dimensional space while remaining con-
stant in its 2-dimensional measurements.

An inadvertent net influx of fluid upon accommodative
effort could explain the unexpected increase in SA, CSA,
and VOL of the presbyopic lens; however, an apparent and
extensive overlap in the linear total-water distribution pro-
files plotted for the relaxed and accommodated states
Table 2. Accommodative Changes in Lens Total-Wat

Lens Total- and Free-Water Distribution Parameters Relaxed (0 D Stim

Anterior surface rlens (p.u.) 53.2 � 7.5
Central rlens (p.u.) 47.8 � 5.6
Posterior surface rlens (p.u.) 55.6 � 9.9
Anterior surface T1 (ms) 1502 � 300
Anterior T1 exponent* 5.08 � 2.38
Central T1 (ms) 923 � 114
Posterior surface T1 (ms) 1489 � 277
Posterior T1 exponent 8.98 � 3.12

Parameters characterizing water distribution in the young lens were extracted
centration (rlens) and free-water concentration (T1) to a power function. Exp
parison because of the linearity of the total-water profile (shown in Fig 3). Differ
(zero stimulus) and the accommodated state (to a 3 D stimulus). Data are reporte
tailed paired t test.
*P < 0.05.
indicated there was no obvious increase in total-water con-
centration across the anterior or the posterior regions of the
lens with accommodative effort (Fig 5). A summary
description of the fitting parameters of total-water
distributions in the presbyopic lens is listed in Table 4,
which shows that measurements of total-water
concentration extracted from the anterior lens surface,
central lens, and posterior lens surface also support the
above observations.

We also plotted the free-water distribution profiles of
presbyopic lenses to determine whether a redistribution of
internal lens contents was associated with the abnormal
shape deformation described in Table 3. The free-water
profiles displayed a parabolic distribution highest in
concentration at the surfaces and lowest at the center that
was preserved regardless of accommodative state, much
like the free-water profiles plotted for young lenses (Fig 4).
Contrary to young lenses, however, the accommodative
effort to a 3 D stimulus by presbyopic lenses elicited a
downward shift of the free-water profile in the anterior lens
region that was not present in the posterior lens region
er and Free-Water Distributions in Young Subjects

ulus) Accommodated (to 3 D Stimulus) Difference P

54.6 � 5.4 1.4 � 8.7 0.609
47.4 � 5.6 e0.4 � 6.4 0.833
54.8 � 6.4 e0.8 � 8.9 0.776
1680 � 218 178 � 382 0.153
3.12 � 1.11 e1.96 � 2.70 0.037
949 � 110 27 � 148 0.565
1565 � 281 76 � 375 0.518
8.56 � 2.83 e0.42 � 3.48 0.697

by fitting magnetic resonance imaging-obtained values of total-water con-
onent values for the lens total-water distribution were omitted from com-
ence, difference in measurement obtained from the lens in the relaxed state
d as mean� standard deviation. Statistical analysis was performed using a 2-
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Figure 4. Lens free-water increases in concentration and becomes more smoothly distributed with accommodative deformation in young subjects. Estimates
of free-water concentration (T1 values), plotted as a function of axial distance from the lens center, across the anterior and posterior regions of the young
lens. Fittings of the magnetic resonance imaging T1 values showed a parabolic free-water concentration gradient across the lens that was always highest at
the surface and lowest at the center. An increased concentration of free-water across the anterior region of the lens resulted in a more linear free-water
distribution when the lens was accommodated to a 3 D stimulus than when it was relaxed, as indicated by a smaller profile exponent value (Table 2). The
posterior lens free-water distribution was unaffected by accommodation. Bars are presented as mean � standard deviation.
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(Fig 6). The data in Table 4 showed that this displacement in
anterior free-water distribution was not associated with any
concurrent changes in free-water concentration at the
anterior lens surface but a prominent reduction in fre-
water concentration at the lens center instead. Free-water
concentration at the posterior surface did not differ with
accommodative effort. Despite these changes, the gradient
of free-water distribution remained conserved between the
relaxed and accommodated states in the anterior and
posterior lens regions.
Discussion

Presbyopia has been recognized for thousands of years, with
mentions of the condition dating as early as the writings of
Aristotle in the 4th Century BC.26 In that time, countless
studies have explored the many nuances of the
accommodative system, yet there have been minimal
advances in our ability to prevent or reverse the disease
Table 3. Accommodative Changes in Geometric and Volumetr

Lens Geometric and Volumetric Parameters Relaxed (0 D Stimulus)

LT (mm)y 4.27 � 0.21
ED (mm) 9.46 � 0.53
Ra (mm) 9.13 � 2.35
Rp (mm) e4.61 � 0.50
SA (mm2)* 178 � 12
CSA (mm2)y 29.37 � 1.24
VOL (mm3)y 177 � 12

Difference, difference in measurement obtained from the lens in a relaxed state (
reported as mean � standard deviation. Statistical analysis was performed using
CSA ¼ cross sectional area; D ¼ diopters; ED ¼ equatorial diameter; LT ¼ lens
radius of curvature; Rp ¼ posterior surface radius of curvature; SA ¼ surface ar
*P < 0.05.
yP < 0.01.
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process. Our group has previously developed MRI
protocols to study the long-term changes in the geome-
try14,15 and water distribution13 of the in vivo human lens
that occur as a function of age. In this study, we have
successfully adapted these established protocols for
obtaining such measurements for the accommodating
human lens.

It should be noted, however, that an inherent limitation of
our study is the long acquisition time of MRI relative to
other ocular imaging modalities used to study the accom-
modative process. Accommodation not only happens on a
markedly fast timescale with reported reaction times in the
order of seconds27e29 but is also a dynamic process that is
subject to fatigue. Continual viewing of accommodative
stimuli for as little as 2 minutes has been reported to
significantly increase accommodative lag.30 Consequently,
our observations may not reflect the full extent of the
physiological changes of the lens with accommodation,
even after having determined that all young subjects were
capable of meeting the 3 D demand before undergoing
ic MRI Measurements of Lens Shape in Presbyopic Subjects

Accommodated (to 3 D Stimulus) Difference P

4.46 � 0.23 0.19 � 0.13 0.003
9.49 � 0.48 0.03 � 0.13 0.573
8.61 � 1.55 e0.51 � 0.99 0.160

e4.48 � 0.48 0.14 � 0.32 0.238
184 � 13 5 � 6 0.026

30.96 � 1.48 1.59 � 0.95 0.001
188 � 14 11 � 8 0.004

zero stimulus) and with accommodative effort (to a 3 D stimulus). Data are
a 2-tailed paired t test.
axial thickness; MRI ¼ magnetic resonance imaging; Ra ¼ anterior surface
ea; VOL ¼ volume.



Figure 5. Lens total-water concentration and distribution in presbyopic subjects remain constant with abnormal accommodative deformation. Total-water
concentration (rlens values) extracted from magnetic resonance imaging proton density scans, plotted as a function of axial distance from the lens center,
across the anterior and posterior regions of the presbyopic lens. Similar to the young lens, fittings of the rlens values showed a relatively uniform total-water
concentration gradient across the lens. Total-water distribution profiles plotted from the relaxed lens (no accommodative stimulus) with accommodative
effort (to a 3 D stimulus) overlapped extensively. Bars are presented as mean � standard deviation.
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scanning. The use of higher field MRI systems can reduce
scan duration and, therefore, accommodative fatigue, but,
because this is not a readily available option, this
limitation has to be overcome by continually finding ways
to optimize the existing protocols.

An additional caveat in the present study is the inability
to distinguish the subjects’ accommodative capacity from
their voluntary effort to accommodate. Although accom-
modation usually acts as a reflexive response to blur, it can
be consciously controlled. Our findings therefore assume
that our subjects made the best effort to focus on the target,
regardless of whether their accommodative capacity allows
them to do so. Based on the published values of the per
Diopter change in LT however,1,23,31,32 our MRI-measured
increase of 0.16 � 0.10 mm across the young subject
cohort corresponds to an accommodative response ranging
between 2.4 and 3.6 D, which closely matches the 3 D
stimulus employed. Hence, we can be confident that our
results are representative of the lens shape and water
changes associated with the accommodative process.
Table 4. Accommodative Changes in Lens Total-Water

Lens Total- and Free-Water Distribution Parameters Relaxed (0 D Stim

Anterior surface rlens (p.u.) 52.4 � 5.7
Central rlens (p.u.) 48.0 � 3.6
Posterior surface rlens (p.u.) 50.7 � 8.4
Anterior surface T1 (ms) 1662 � 124
Anterior T1 exponent 5.23 � 1.55
Central T1 (ms)* 1013 � 94
Posterior surface T1 (ms) 1570 � 231
Posterior T1 exponent 9.25 � 2.29

Parameters characterizing water distribution in the presbyopic lens were extra
concentration (rlens) and free-water concentration (T1) to a power function. E
comparison because of the linearity of the total-water profile (shown in Fig 5). D
state (zero stimulus) and with accommodative effort (to a 3 D stimulus). Data ar
using a 2-tailed paired t test.
*P < 0.05.
In this study, we found that, although young lenses
demonstrated the typical shape deformation seen in ac-
commodation, the process did not invoke any changes to the
lens volume or total-water concentration but, instead, a
smoother and more elevated free-water distribution across
the anterior region of the lens. Our results support the
traditional notion that accommodative deformation of
the young lens involves an intracapsular redistribution of the
lens contents, rather than decompression3,10 or exchange of
fluid between the lens and its surrounding humors11,12 as
suggested by others.

The constancy of lens total-water concentration with ac-
commodation implies that the observed free-water redistri-
bution results from changes in the amount of water molecules
bound to lens proteins that occur. In the lens, there are pri-
marily 2 types of water molecules present: free-water mole-
cules, which are free to move around within the lens or
exchange with its surroundings, and bound-water molecules,
which are tightly embedded within the hydration layer of
proteins and other structural components in the lens. Previous
and Free-Water Distributions in Presbyopic Subjects

ulus) Accommodated (to 3 D Stimulus) Difference P

51.8 � 5.2 e0.6 � 5.3 0.750
50.8 � 5.2 2.8 � 4.0 0.085
50.9 � 5.9 0.3 � 10.0 0.938
1635 � 210 e28 � 220 0.717
4.70 � 2.02 e0.54 � 2.54 0.570
915 � 143 e98 � 126 0.048
1466 � 179 e104 � 232 0.215
9.15 � 3.18 e0.10 � 2.65 0.917

cted by fitting magnetic resonance imaging-obtained values of total-water
xponent values for the lens total-water distribution were omitted from the
ifference, difference in measurement obtained from the lens in the relaxed
e reported as mean � standard deviation. Statistical analysis was performed
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Figure 6. Lens free-water concentration decreases with abnormal accommodative deformation in presbyopic subjects. Estimates of free-water concentration
(T1 values), plotted as a function of axial distance from the lens center, across the anterior and posterior regions of the young lens. Similar to the young lens,
fittings of the magnetic resonance imaging T1 values showed a parabolic free-water concentration gradient across the lens that was always highest at the
surface and lowest at the center. There was a decreased concentration of free water across the anterior region of the lens, particularly at the lens center
(Table 4), with the accommodative effort to a 3 D stimulus than when relaxed. The posterior lens free-water distribution was unaffected by accommodative
effort. Bars are presented as mean � standard deviation.
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ex vivo studies33e36 have demonstrated that proteins in the
lens respond to changes in applied external pressure by
releasing their bound water in a process known as syneresis.
Therefore, a possible explanation is that the alleviation of
zonular tension on the lens upon accommodation signals lens
proteins to undergo syneresis, effectively increasing the
concentration of free water in the lens. Because bound-water
influences protein behavior,37 the reversible action of
syneresis may facilitate accommodative shape deformation
of the lens by altering the conformation and packing of
proteins. The idea that syneresis may be involved in
accommodation was initially refuted as the external
pressures tested were considered too high,38 but our
findings suggest that such a mechanism is plausible even
under physiologically relevant pressure changes.

The extent to which lens proteins can undergo syneresis
has been reported to diminish with age, eventually
becoming an irreversible process,33 where proteins are no
longer able to release their bound water in response to
changes in pressure and instead can only increase their
binding to free water. The biomechanical significance of
this is that an impaired syneretic response alters protein
conformation and packing within the lens substance in a
manner that fails to deform the lens desirably, or
altogether, for accommodation. Our observations that
accommodative effort by the presbyopic lens produced an
abnormal shape deformation concurrent with a decrease in
the ratio of free to bound water in the anterior region of
the lens would certainly be aligned with the above line of
thinking.

The accommodative changes in free water in the lens,
albeit occurring in opposite directions for young versus
presbyopic subjects, were almost exclusively confined
within the anterior region of the lens. We speculate this
could be because anteriorly located lens proteins experience
greater pressure changes from the asymmetrical localization
of zonular fiber insertions,39,40 and consequently exhibit a
stronger syneretic response during accommodation. That
8

the lens deforms nonuniformly during accommodation
raises the question of whether abnormal lens deformation
in presbyopia occurs as a consequence of a loss of
syneretic responsiveness by the proteins in the anterior
lens, a decreased ability of the zonular fibers to exert
pressure changes onto the anterior lens to induce protein
syneresis, or both. Variations of this subject matter have
been the subject of longstanding debate, and a consensus
has yet to be reached among those in the field.
Nonetheless, it seems that the processes occurring within
the anterior region are key for functional accommodative
shape deformation of the lens.

In conclusion, the current study identified that an increase
in free-water concentration across the anterior region of the
lens was associated with shape deformation of the young
lens during accommodation, whereas a decrease in free-
water concentration across the same region was associated
with an abnormal deformation of the presbyopic lens.
Overall, these findings suggest that alterations in the lens
free-water distribution, mediated by protein syneresis, may
serve an important physiological role in the process of
accommodative shape deformation, and could potentially
act as a biomarker for presbyopia. This would have
important diagnostic and therapeutic implications, facili-
tating early detection and personalized treatment strategies.
Remarkably, our group has previously demonstrated that the
lens free-water distribution can be subjected to modulation
by pharmacologically perturbing ionic homeostasis in the
lens,41e43 hinting at the exciting prospect that we may be
one step closer to an innovative therapeutic approach to
combat the presbyopia epidemic.
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